Purpose: The natural history of spinal muscular atrophy suggests that for maximum effect, therapeutics will need to be administered in the earliest phases of the disease. This will require the adoption of techniques for the genetic analysis of affected individuals at the newborn stage. Our objective was to examine the feasibility surrounding the newborn screening for spinal muscular atrophy. Methods: We investigated the application of real-time polymerase chain reaction technology for newborn screening. A multiplex assay was designed to identify homozygous deletions in SMN1 exon 7 and validated using 266 samples with defined SMN1 and SMN2 copy numbers. Sensitivity and specificity were then evaluated as part of a newborn screening strategy using DNA from 153 blood spots. Results:
Spinal muscular atrophy (SMA) is the second most common autosomal recessive lethal condition in whites, 1 with an incidence of approximately 1 in 6,000 to 10,000 live births. 2 SMA is characterized by degeneration of anterior horn cells in the spinal cord and brain leading to progressive, proximal muscular weakness. 1 On the basis of the age at presentation and clinical severity, childhood SMA has been classified into three subtypes. Type I (Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man [OMIM] 253300) is associated with an onset before 6 months of age, severe muscle weakness and hypotonia, an inability to sit, and respiratory failure that leads to death before the age of 2 years. [3] [4] [5] Muscle weakness in Type II (OMIM 253550) typically manifests between 6 and 12 months, and after 12 months in Type III (OMIM 253400). Type IV SMA (OMIM 271150) describes a form with adult onset of muscle weakness and features independent ambulation, a milder course, and normal lifespan.
SMA is caused by mutations in the survival motor neuron (SMN) gene. 6 The gene consists of nine exons and gives rise to the 38-kD SMN protein, which functions in the assembly and regeneration of small nuclear ribonuclear proteins, 7, 8 premRNA splicing, 9, 10 and axonal RNA transport. 11, 12 The SMN gene is located in an inverted, duplicated region of chromosome five containing two highly homologous copies of SMN, a telomeric copy (SMN1) and a centromeric copy (SMN2), 6 which differ by five total bases including a single coding base pair (840 CϾT). [13] [14] [15] The transcription of SMN1 results in fulllength mRNA in contrast with SMN2 transcription, which generates primarily a shortened mRNA species lacking exon 7 and a small amount of full-length transcript. 16 This alteration in SMN splicing is mediated by the exon 7 single-base change that distinguishes SMN1 from SMN2 and forms a site that preferentially binds the splice enhancer SF2/ASF to SMN1. 17 Ninety-five percent of affected individuals have a homozygous deletion involving SMN1 exon 7 regardless of subtype. 6, 18 Although affected individuals retain at least one copy of SMN2, SMN2 copy numbers vary in the unaffected population with 5% to 10% lacking both copies. 6,19 -21 The SMN2 gene is unable to compensate for the homozygous loss of SMN1 because of its alternative splicing, but SMN2 copy numbers appear to have a modifying effect on the variable SMA phenotype because of the small amount of full-length transcript produced. [22] [23] [24] [25] Disease severity has been shown to correlate with SMN protein levels, 23 and SMA Type I, II, or III has shown a significant correlation to SMN2 copy number. 24, 25 In one study, 96% of individuals with Type 1 carried one or two SMN2 copies, whereas 100% of individuals with Type III carried three or four copies. 25 These findings suggest a potential therapeutic avenue for SMA: shifting the transcription of SMN2 from the alternatively spliced short form to more of the full-length species, which could compensate for the loss of SMN1. To date, the application of histone deacetylation inhibitors, including sodium butyrate, phenylbutyrate, valproic acid, hydroxyurea, and the chemotherapeutic agent aclarubicin, in cell culture and SMA animal models has demonstrated increased full-length SMN mRNA or protein. 26 -31 These studies have met with enough success to warrant the examination of phenylbutyrate and valproic acid as therapeutic agents in clinical trials 32 along with the ongoing development of gene-transfer methodologies. 33, 34 With the clinical course of SMA leading to the degeneration of the anterior horn motor neurons, the window of time for effective administration of these agents may be particularly short for affected individuals, especially those with the Type I phenotype. In a recent report examining motor nerve function and innervation in three infants with SMA Type I immediately from birth forward, the authors describe "severe and substantial postnatal progression of motor denervation . . . with progression to generalized hypotonia and quadriparesis over a 1-to 2-week period." 35 Consequently, the timing for effective diagnosis and treatment, especially for the most severely affected individuals, may be short.
The molecular diagnosis of SMA has become a well-established practice with 28 laboratories currently participating in the College of American Pathologists SMA survey program. Individuals are typically referred for SMN1 deletion analysis on the basis of identification of disease-associated symptoms by a clinical physician. However, optimal intervention may require the administration of therapeutics while motor neurons are still present and the identification of individuals during the asymptomatic or presymptomatic phases for treatment. This could be potentially accomplished through a newborn screening program. SMA presents a unique challenge because such a strategy would require the use of DNA as a testing substrate and molecular techniques for deletion analysis, which differs from current practices.
In this report we present a feasibility study surrounding the adoption of newborn screening for SMA. We first investigated the sensitivity and specificity of real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR) to scrutinize the application of this technology to newborn screening. A multiplex, real-time assay was designed to identify homozygous deletions in SMN1 using primers for SMN exon 7 and a fluorescently labeled probe specific for the single-base change that defines SMN1 along with a set of control primers and probe to RNase P. Validation of this assay for SMN1 exon 7 deletions was then conducted using 266 samples with known SMN1 and SMN2 copy numbers. Blood from 154 additional independent samples, including 39 carriers, 56 normal individuals, and 58 affected individuals, was spotted onto Guthrie cards. DNA was subsequently extracted and analyzed, demonstrating a high sensitivity and specificity for this technique. Finally, we consider the ethical issues and general economic cost surrounding the adoption of newborn screening for SMA using real-time PCR technology.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
All samples were sent to the Molecular Pathology Laboratory at Ohio State University for SMA mutation analysis or carrier testing, and informed consent was received for all samples undergoing SMN analysis. All approved procedures for the handling of subjects were performed in compliance with the ethical standards of Ohio State University. For validation experiments of the real-time assay for homozygous SMN1 exon 7 deletions, DNA was extracted from whole blood using a standard salting-out procedure, and the concentration was determined with a spectrophotometer. 36 A competitive, radiolabeled PCR reaction was performed on all samples to confirm SMN1 deletions and determine SMN2 copy numbers as previously described (data not shown). 37 For experiments to define the sensitivity and specificity of the real-time multiplex, 50 L of whole blood was spotted onto Guthrie cards and dried overnight at room temperature. DNA was extracted from blood spots using the Gentra Capture Card Kit (Gentra Systems, Minneapolis, MN) into a volume of 50 L following the manufacturer's protocol. DNA concentrations were not calculated after extraction from blood spots. The remainder of the wholeblood sample was then extracted by salting out to simulate a recall blood sample for all first-tier positives. Deletion confirmation and determination of SMN2 copy numbers were again conducted using the competitive PCR and DNA from this extraction (data not shown). 37 
Real-time polymerase chain reaction
The SMN1 sequence specificity of the real-time reaction relies on the TaqMan probe because primers to exon 7 will rec- Table 1 SMN1 and SMN2 copy numbers and total number of samples for each genotype used for validation of the real-time multiplex polymerase chain reaction SMN1 copy no. Newborn screening for spinal muscular atrophy
ognize both genes. We designed the 16 base pair, minor groove binding probe for SMN1 by using PrimerExpress software (Applied Biosystems, Branchburg, NJ) around the single-base change in exon 7 with the ninth base of the FAM-labeled probe at position 840 (5= CAG GGT TTC* AGA CAA A). We also included in each reaction an unlabeled, nonextending oligonucleotide specific for the base pair at position 840 in SMN2, which blocks the nonspecific interaction of the SMN1 probe to product from SMN2 (5= ATT TTC CTT ACA GGG TTT TAG ACA AAA TCA AAA GA-PHO 3=).
Fluorescence is recorded over the course of the amplification program and is reported as a threshold cycle (C T ) value that describes the fractional cycle at which point the fluorescence intensity passes a limit set within the exponential phase of the amplification curve. The differences in C T values can be used to measure the quantitative differences between two loci when primer sets to those sites amplify at similar efficiencies using a constant template concentration. Primers and a VIC-labeled probe for RNase P (Applied Biosystems) were included in each reaction as a control for quantification using the delta C T method in validation experiments only. In experiments on first-tier sensitivity and specificity, RNase P serves as a control for successful DNA amplification because the lack of constant template concentrations in these reactions prevent the use of the delta C T calculation.
Real-time multiplex reactions were done in 25 L containing 1X TaqMan Universal PCR Master Mix without AmpErase UNG (Applied Biosystems), 900 nM SMN1 exon 7 primers (F 5= ATA GCT ATT TTT TTT AAC TTC CTT TAT TTT CC3=, R 5=CCT TAA TTT AAG GAA TGT GAG CAC C 3=), 250 M SMN1 MGB probe, 250 M SMN2 nonextending, competitive oligo, 1X RNase P control primers, and probe; 10 ng of template was used for assay validation experiments, or 1 L of each blood spot extraction was used for tests of first-tier sensitivity and specificity. Reactions were carried out on an ABI Prism 7000 sequence detection system using 96-well MicroAmp optical plates (Applied Biosystems) and consisted of 50°C for 2 minutes, 95°C for 10 minutes, followed by 40 cycles of 95°C for 15 seconds and 60°C for 1 minute. Fig. 1 . A representative real-time polymerase chain reaction of RNase P (A) and SMN1 (B) using a normal sample, a spinal muscular atrophy carrier, and an affected individual. A competitive, radiolabeled polymerase chain reaction was performed on all samples to independently determine SMN1 and SMN2 copy numbers (data not shown). Fluorescence is recorded at each cycle and reported as a threshold cycle (C T ) value that describes the fractional cycle at which point the fluorescence intensity passes a limit set within the exponential phase of the amplification curve. Gene copy numbers, corresponding amplification curve colors, and C T values (table at right).
RESULTS
A total of 266 DNA samples of known SMN1 and SMN2 copy numbers (Table 1) were used to validate the detection of SMN1 exon 7 homozygous deletions by the multiplex real-time assay. Figure 1 shows a representative SMN1/ RNase P real-time multiplex amplification. Validation was performed with DNA extracted from whole blood, and a consistent 10 ng of template was used in all reactions. All samples had previously confirmed SMN1 and SMN2 copy numbers (Table 1 ) and included 84 carriers and 32 individuals affected with SMA. With equal concentrations of template used in each reaction, RNase P control C T values are similar ranging from 25.34 to 25.59 (Fig. 1A) , and RNase P can be used to determine SMN1 copy numbers in each multiplex. In contrast, the normal sample (two-copy SMN1) had an SMN1 C T of 24.94 and the sample from the SMA carrier (one-copy SMN1) a C T value of approximately one cycle greater at 26.10 corresponding to one half the starting template (Fig. 1B) . The sample from the affected individual (zero-copy SMN1) shows robust amplification at RNase P (Fig. 1A ) but fails to register fluorescent intensity from SMN1 at the threshold level (Fig. 1B) . Similar results were obtained when the additional 31 affected individuals, 83 carriers, and 150 normal controls were analyzed.
We next evaluated the precision of the reaction for the detection of SMN1 in the context of increasing copies of SMN2 (Fig. 2) . A control sample with two SMN1 and two SMN2 copies was amplified along with a series of affected individuals (zero-copy SMN1) with SMN2 copy numbers ranging from one to five. RNase P values were again similar for all samples ranging from 25.70 to 25.02 ( Fig. 2A) and the control two-copy SMN1 sample amplified at SMN1 with a C T value of 25.42. The affected samples show negligible amplification with residual levels only detected above background after 36 cycles or more (Fig. 2B) . The background SMN1 levels detected in these affected samples can be attributed solely to the low-level interaction of the fluorescentlabeled SMN1 probe with product from the SMN2 gene. However, in all cases when samples with SMN2 copies ranging from one to five were analyzed, there was no evidence of increasing Fig. 2 . Real-time multiplex amplification of a normal sample and a series of affected individuals with SMN2 copies ranging from one to five with SMN1 and SMN2 copy numbers independently verified (data not shown). Gene copy numbers, corresponding amplification curve colors, and C T values for RNase P (A) and SMN1 (B) for each sample (table at right).
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copies of SMN2 interfering with amplification from a two-copy SMN1 or carrier sample.
To examine the sensitivity and specificity of the real-time multiplex when applied to newborn screening, 50 L of whole blood from 153 additional independent samples (Table 2) were used to spot Guthrie cards simulating a newborn stick. Blood spots were extracted using the Gentra Capture card kit (Gentra Systems), and 1 L of each extraction was used in real-time multiplex amplifications. Without template quantification, RNase P functions here as a control of DNA successful amplification from the blood spot extraction.
Representative analyses of blood spot samples are shown in Figures 3 and 4 , and include an affected individual, an SMA carrier, and normal individuals (Fig. 3) , and a series of affected individuals with SMN2 copy numbers ranging from 1 to 5 (Fig.  4) . In both figures, all samples show amplification of RNase P demonstrating the presence of amplifiable DNA from these blood spot extractions, although variations in amplification curves and C T values suggest that the concentration of DNA varies from sample to sample (Fig. 3A and Fig. 4A ). In addition, normal and carrier samples amplify at SMN1 with C T values of 26.30 and 28.08, respectively, whereas the affected sample fails to achieve amplification at the threshold level (Fig.  3B) . Even with increasing copy numbers of SMN2, affected samples do not reach the threshold level of amplification (Fig.  4B ). Results were similar for all additional affected samples screened. The correct identification of all 57 affected samples gives this technology an analytic sensitivity of 100%, and the correct exclusion of the 39 carrier and 56 normal samples also gives this strategy an analytic specificity of 100% for this blood spot series.
DISCUSSION
The classic Wilson and Jungner criteria 38 for screening program evaluation can be reduced to three main questions: (1) Should we do it? (2) Can we do it? (3) Can we afford to do it? 39 The adoption of newborn screening for any disorder requires that the benefits from an early diagnosis outweigh any potential harm caused by the screening process itself. Wilson and Jungner state that a condition screened for should be an "important health problem," 38 and the approximate incidence of 1 in 6,000 to 10,000 live births makes SMA a more common disorder than many of the diseases currently on newborn panels. The American College of Medical Genetics (ACMG) recently issued guidelines for evaluating newborn screening that downplayed the incidence of a particular disorder in favor of a more detailed examination of the benefits in testing for it. 40 The benefits achieved through newborn screening have traditionally referred to the direct benefits to the affected child. Wilson and Jungner 38 noted that that "there should be an acceptable treatment for patients with the recognized disease" and that "facilities for diagnosis and treatment should be available." Additional benefits from implementing a screening program may also include improvements in the quality of life and a decrease in early mortality. Newborn screening for cystic fibrosis (CF) has led to a reduction in early infant mortality and improved nutrition, although it has not directly increased the life span of affected individuals. 41, 42 Although there are currently no effective treatments for SMA, a number of potential agents are currently being evaluated in clinical trials. 32 Newly published work describing the natural history of the disease suggests that for therapeutics to be successful, they will need to be administered early during the course of the disease, before significant motor neuron degeneration has occurred. 35 This may present a small window for effective therapeutic intervention, especially for the most severe form of the disease. This also presents a quandary for the ongoing trials that are evaluating the efficacy of agents in primarily symptomatic individuals rather than during the asymptomatic or presymptomatic phases of the disorder. Because these individuals have already experienced motor neuron degeneration, they may not represent the ideal population for the evaluation of an agent designed to improve motor neuron retention or prolong the onset of symptoms. It would seem more effective to develop a screening platform in parallel with therapeutic methods for SMA because the early identification of affected individuals would support the efficacy of the clinical trials, and the results from those trials are necessary for an accurate cost assessment of newborn screening adoption.
The recent ACMG task force for newborn screening also included benefits from early intervention to the family and to society in their evaluation of a disorder's suitability for inclusion. 40 An accurate and early diagnosis, particularly for an often misdiagnosed disorder, can provide closure and comfort for parents, and prevent additional, unnecessary investigations. 39, 40, 43 The genetic information obtained through newborn screening is also relevant to the child's family concerning the prevention of Table 2 SMN1 and SMN2 copy numbers and total number of samples for each genotype for blood spot samples analyzed with the real-time multiplex polymerase chain reaction assay additional cases through genetic counseling and the carrier testing of siblings and other extended relatives. SMA also presents a unique case in which prognostic information regarding disease severity in affected individuals is also available as a further benefit to families. There are significant data supporting the modification of the SMA phenotype by SMN2 copy number with the presence of three or more SMN2 copies correlated with a milder disease phenotype. [22] [23] [24] [25] Any information of predictive value regarding the severity of a child's illness will obviously be of interest to parents and can be collected along with deletion confirmation in the second tier of the screening strategy outlined here. Reporting of these results should be conducted with the greatest of care using appropriate genetic counselors because there are rare cases of individuals with SMA Type I with three SMN2 copies. Newborn screening for SMA would also provide invaluable scientific information, such as the true incidence of the disease and any differences in frequency seen between the major racial groups. In this light, the emphasis of newborn screening can involve more than the medical care of the affected child alone.
"Can we do it?" asks if the technology and technical expertise exist to precisely identify affected cases on a large scale. Unlike CF, in which elevated immunoreactive trypsinogen levels are diagnostic for the disease, SMA has no characteristic biochemical phenotype and diagnosis must be done at the DNA level. 44 Any newborn screening strategy for SMA would require DNA extraction from blood spots followed by a twotiered strategy using DNA as a testing substrate at both levels as depicted in Figure 5 . Although some states use genetic analysis for confirmatory testing of samples with elevated immunoreactive trypsinogen levels suggestive of CF, 44 there are currently no newborn screening programs in the United States that use DNA as a first-tier substrate. The implementation of newborn screening for SMA would then require the adoption of new technologies in the screening laboratories both in terms of handling a new substrate for first-tier testing and new molecular technologies for that analysis.
By using Ohio as an example, newborn screening for SMA would first require a high-throughput methodology for the DNA extraction from the 400 to 500 blood spots typically re- Fig. 3 . A representative real-time reaction showing the real-time multiplex polymerase chain reaction analysis of three blood spots including an affected individual, a spinal muscular atrophy carrier, and normal individuals at RNase P (A) and SMN1 (B). All SMN1 and SMN2 copy numbers were independently verified using a competitive polymerase chain reaction (data not shown, see "Materials and Methods"). Gene copy numbers, corresponding amplification curve colors, and C T values for each sample (table at right).
ceived daily at the State Department of Health Laboratory. This methodology would need to use a rapid chemistry, be open to automation for high throughput, and produce DNA of a quality appropriate for the technique used in the first-tier analysis. Although the extractions in this report were not automated, we chose the Gentra chemistry because this technique uses a simple procedure to produce DNA in a timeefficient manner that is suitable for PCR amplification. In addition, the Gentra chemistry can be automated for use on a liquid handling system and achieve the high throughput ultimately needed. 45 The first tier of a screening program for SMA would also require a high-throughput methodology open to automation for the detection of affected samples (Fig. 5) . The real-time PCR technique described in this report requires approximately 100 minutes to amplify a 96-well plate typically followed by less than 1 hour for interpretation. In a series of 154 blood spots, the real-time multiplex PCR demonstrated an analytic sensitivity and specificity of 100% correctly identifying 59 affected samples and excluding 92 normal individuals or carriers. Following the model currently used by many of the state laboratories conducting CF screening, primary care physicians would be contacted and notified of results for all first-tier positive samples to obtain recall samples of fresh blood for confirmation using the second-tier technique. 44 Because significantly fewer samples would be analyzed using the second-tier methodology, procedures at this level would not have the same throughput or automation requirements as those of the first tier and could use previously established methods. As outlined in Figure 5 , this could be accomplished with a competitive PCR previously developed in our laboratory that is currently used in the molecular diagnosis of SMA. 37 This would provide independent confirmation of SMN1 exon 7 homozygous deletions using an independent method from the first tier and simultaneously quantify SMN2 levels.
Although this newborn screening strategy does exhibit high analytic sensitivity in the identification of affected individuals with homozygous deletions in SMN1 exon 7, it will not identify Fig. 4 . Real-time multiplex amplification of a series of DNA extractions from blood spots including a normal sample and a series of affected individuals with SMN2 copies ranging from one to five. Again, SMN1 and SMN2 copy numbers were determined by using independent polymerase chain reaction methods (data not shown, see "Material and Methods"). Gene copy numbers, corresponding amplification curve colors, and C T values for RNase P (A) and SMN1 (B) for each sample (table at right).
the approximate 5% of affected individuals who are compound heterozygotes possessing one deleted SMN1 allele and a second allele with a point mutation. The overall sensitivity of this methodology is approximately 95%. Correct exclusion was also made for all carrier and normal samples in our blood spot series; however, there have been rare cases of asymptomatic individuals with homozygous SMN1 deletions. The series of blood spots used for evaluation did not contain any samples with this genotype, but the DNA samples used to validate the real-time PCR assay contained two samples with zero SMN1 copies and five SMN2 copies, both from previously reported phenotypically normal individuals. 20 The exact frequency of asymptomatic carriers with homozygous deletions in the general population is not known, but these individuals do seem to be rare, having only been identified through family studies with affected probands and not seen in more than 700 normal control individuals with no history of SMA in our laboratory. The presence of these rare false-positives would necessitate an estimated clinical specificity of more than 99% for the SMA newborn screening strategy.
The potential harm and nontechnical costs inherent in both questions of "Should we do it?" and "Can we do it?" also need to be addressed. Although unaffected individuals with homozygous deletions in SMN1 exon 7 and high SMN2 copy numbers are rare, their exact frequency in the population is currently unknown. This misdiagnosis could cause unnecessary apprehension to parents along with possible side effects from treating unaffected children with SMA-specific therapeutic agents. The second tier of the newborn screening strategy outlined in this article yields an independent confirmation of the SMN1 exon 7 homozygous deletion and a quantification of the SMN2 copy number. Because of the modifying effect of increased SMN2 copy number on the disease phenotype, the addition of this information as a part of the screening platform would provide valuable information on disease severity to these families.
The misdiagnosis of affected cases is also of concern because these individuals would need to be identified later in the symptomatic phase through clinical diagnosis on the basis of the first expression of muscle weakness, generalized hypotonia, or other symptoms. The approximate 5% of patients who are compound heterozygotes would be in this category, and how the timing of this later-phase diagnosis would overlap with the window for effective treatment is unknown. The families of these children would certainly feel an emotional impact and express a negative reaction toward this misdiagnosis and its potential impact on their child's quality of life. Addressing the identification of compound heterozygotes is something of a double-edged sword because any technology sensitive enough to detect individuals with a single deleted copy of SMN1 would also identify all carriers for the disease with a frequency of 1 in 40 to 1 in 60. Unwanted carrier detection in newborn screening is an issue because of the potential violation of the child's ethical right to autonomy and has been particularly encountered in the context of screening for CF. 46 The real-time PCR assay outlined in this report was specifically designed to exclusively identify only homozygous SMN1 deletions and preclude the unwanted identification of SMA carriers.
Finally, the question "Can we afford to do it?" directly addresses the technical cost of implementing large-scale DNA screening. Tandem mass spectroscopy, the primary technique currently used in most first-tier screening programs, is ideal because it is a relatively inexpensive technology with minimal incremental costs for additional tests. The recent ACMG recommendations support the use of multiplex technologies in newborn screening for those same reasons. Unfortunately, most technologies currently available for genetic analysis do not feature the required throughput, expansion capability, or per sample cost necessary for their use in newborn screening. Although we have shown that real-time technology has a high sensitivity and specificity in application to SMA, it has a relatively expensive per sample cost and limited expansion capabilities for multiplexing additional tests and disorders. Accurate health economic assessment requires data, such as the cost estimate per prevented death and cost estimate per preventable impairment, that are not currently available for SMA.
We have demonstrated that newborn screening for SMA can be technically accomplished. We have presented a two-tiered newborn screening strategy using DNA at both levels and dem- Fig. 5 . The proposed two-tiered strategy for newborn screening of spinal muscular atrophy (SMA) using DNA as a testing substrate at both levels. All blood spots would undergo extraction and first-tier analysis with the real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR) protocol outlined in this report. A positive result from the first tier would trigger the collection of a recall sample of whole blood through the individual's primary care physician and subsequent analysis using the competitive PCR methodology currently used for SMA molecular analysis. This procedure would both confirm the homozygous deletion in SMN1 and quantify SMN2 gene copy numbers. Recall samples not confirming a positive result from the first tier would be reanalyzed to confirm the negative result using the competitive PCR.
onstrated that the described real-time multiplex PCR has the sensitivity and specificity necessary for application to the first tier. With strong support from advocacy groups for implementing such screening, the next step would be the development of a pilot program offering voluntary testing and using informed consent procedures that would gather the necessary data for accurate assessment of SMA newborn screening. Such a program would provide important information on the incidence of the disorder on the population level; parental attitudes, reactions, and concerns; evaluation of screening technology using the analysis of true population samples; and accurate economic assessment. In addition, such a pilot program would allow for the immediate enrollment of affected children into ongoing clinical trials to allow for administration of therapies during the critical treatment phase of the disease and consequently the more accurate examination of their effectiveness.
